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Kinopalatsi 

"New multiplex in the middle of Helsinki"

Kinopalatsi is a three-storey, 10-screen multiplex. It is right in the middle of

Helsinki, so it is very easy to get to by tram, bus or train, or on foot. All the

screens have THX sound systems and different décors. The lobby is

magnificent, shimmering with light and metal. The films shown at

Kinopalatsi are mostly of the American mainstream variety. The theatre

contains various snack stands and games. You can find discounts on

tickets on weekday afternoons.

 +358 9 0600 9 4444  www.finnkino.fi/cinemas/  Kaisaniemenkatu 2, Helsinki

 by Tero Koistinen   

Orion 

"Finnish Film Archive Screenings"

Orion belongs to the Finnish Film Archives and is located a short walk

away from the city center. The theater's gorgeous old-fashioned décor

and unbelievably soft, wide seats have made it a movie buffs' Mecca.

Another reason for Orion's popularity is of course the great variety of

classic films it screens. The theater has three seasons (autumn, spring and

summer) each with a different program. Every season sees a variety of

film series, for instance by the same director or with the same theme.

Orion usually screens three films a day. Information on the daily

screenings can be obtained from the webpages of the Finnish Film

Archives, in Helsingin Sanomat and at the theater. To see a film you need

to have a house ticket, valid for six months. The cinema has no snack

stand. The box office opens half an hour before the first screening.

 +358 9 6154 0201  www.sea.fi  sea@sea.fi  Eerikinkatu 15, Helsinki

 by ToastyKen   

Bio Rex Sello 

"A movie theater in a shopping center."

Bio Rex Sello is well equipped with high quality picture and sound

instruments, and the theaters are great, not only for traditional movies,

but also for conferences and live performances. Digital and 3D projectors

make the movie experience unforgettable. The theater is child friendly

and has seats for the disabled as well.

 +358 40 5969 649  www.visitespoo.fi/sv/tjanst/bio-rex-

sello/

 Ratsukatu 3, Espoo
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